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Call for papers 

Ever since the emergence of Social Networking Sites (SNSs), archives, libraries, museums and 

other cultural institutions have had to reconsider their communication strategies and their 

mediation policies towards their users.  

      

We consider with Stenger and Coutant (2017, p. 221) social networking sites as web services 

that allow individuals and institutions"(1) to build a public or semi-public profile within a 

system, (2) to manage a list of users with whom they share a connection, (3) to view and 

navigate their list of connections and those established by others within the system, and 

(4)[which] base their attractiveness essentially on the first three points and not on a particular 

activity." This definition, as well as the selected perimeters, will be discussed in this thematic 

issue in relation to the three themes we have identified below. 

 

      

Faced with the need to attract more visitors, as well as to expand and retain their users, cultural 

institutions are adopting today's communication methods and technical tools to meet users’ 

experiential expectations (Dalbéra and Defretin, 2010; Schafer and Thierry, 2011). Although 

technically easy to understand, communication on SNSs poses many challenges for cultural 

institution professionals at managerial, organisational and budgetary levels.       

Piet Mondrian, 1942, Broadway 
Boogie Woogie © Wikimedia 
Commons 
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The question that the second issue of the journal Balisages intends to explore, is part of a triple 

perspective. First, it is a question of how cultural institutions deal with SNSs and what 

strategies are being implemented. Secondly, the way users perceive these forms of 

communication will be considered. And finally, it is a question of examining the logic of 

appropriation and (re)patrimonialisation of heritage objects in circulation on the SNSs. 

      

The following questions in particular shall be addressed (non-exhaustive list). 

 

1 - Strategies of cultural institutions on SNSs: towards renewed challenges for communication 

and organisational policies?  

      

To what extent do cultural institutions really grasp SNSs? Within this thematic axis, we will 

explore what, precisely, is at stake in terms of organisation and communication:      

      

Communication issues 

      

The evaluation and remediation of documentary and patrimonial collections raise various 

institutional challenges, among which figures the establishment of a culture of 

communication. What are the strategies implemented to establish this culture and the 

communication policies it generates? How do professionals formalise their institution's 

strategy on SNSs? How does this strategy fit into the institution's overall communication 

policy? And how does it integrate with the relationships of the various stakeholders? 

      

Organisation issues 

      

These communication strategies act as levers for enhancing the value of public action, and 

therefore they have to be assessed both quantitatively and qualitatively. What methodologies 

and indicators can be mobilised? How do these assessment methods impact the life of the 

institution and professional communities? And finally, to what extent are information and 

culture professionals supported and trained on these issues? 

      

What part do information and culture professionals play in these evaluation mechanisms as 

part of the dynamics of management? Do the issues mentioned renew the nature of their roles 

and missions?   

      

      

2- How these forms of communication are perceived: towards a renewal of the means of 

interaction?   

      

How do users respond to these forms of communication? To what extent do SNSs promote 

social cohesion and interaction between the different actors?  

  

      

Communication and social cohesion 

      

How do SNSs develop social cohesion between the different actors? To what extent does the 

presence of cultural institutions on SNSs promote social connection between users, between 

professionals and users, and between professional communities? How are essential issues 
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related to social connection, such as exchanges, collaborations, entertainment and a sense of 

belonging to a community, renewed by SNSs? 

      

Communication and interactions  

      

Are we witnessing new forms of collaboration and cooperation between cultural institutions 

and professional communities on the one hand and users on the other? 

      

How can communication on SNSs free itself from the inherant mechanisms of social and 

cultural reproduction? Is the traditional role of users really mutating through participatory 

initiatives (crowdsourcing, crowdfunding, user empowerment)?      

      

3- The dissemination of cultural heritage on SNSs: towards new processes of defining such 

heritage and (re)mediating its parameters. 

      

How does heritage circulate on SNSs? What practices and new habits are traditionally 

observed?  

      

(Re)patrimonialisation process 

       

The flow of heritage objects on SNSs gives rise to different appropriation logics. What are the 

uses and practices induced by the latter? To what extent do they participate in the processes 

of (re)patrimonialisation and transformation of heritage objects? 

 

Are these forms of circulation and (re)appropriation compatible with economic and market 

development strategies? And how does the open culture data movement fit into the latter? 

      

(Re)mediation process 

      

The circulation of heritage on SNSs raises the issue of mediation for audiences, including 

professionals. Who are these audiences? And how to take into account the diversity of 

audiences in the design and deployment of digital mediation devices. 

 

New Schedule 

    14th  January 2020: submission of manuscripts (about 5,000 characters spaces 

included, not including bibliography) 

    10th February 2020: acceptance or rejection of proposals 

    15th May 2020: receipt of whole articles for peer review
    5th July 2020: referees’ reports 
    31st August 2020: receipt of final versions of manuscripts      
    Autumn 2020: publication of the 2nd issue of the journal Balisages 
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Guidelines for authors 

Submissions in both French and English are welcome.  

 

Article proposals should be sent to chevry@unistra.fr et hans.dillaerts@univ-montp3.fr in the 

format of their choice : .doc, .odt ou .md. 

 

Manuscripts will be subject to 2 blind peer reviews by a peer review committee whose 

members will be selected according to their field of expertise, upon receipt of the articles. 

  

Advisory bibliographic references 

Dalbera, J.-P., & Defretin, A. (2010). Scénographie et musées virtuels. Culture & Musées, n°16, 
256-260.  
      
Galaup, X. (dir.) (2012). Développer la médiation documentaire numérique, Villeurbanne : 
ENSSIB. 
      
Jeanneret, Y. (2008). Penser la trivialité. La vie triviale des êtres culturels. Paris, France : 
Hermès Lavoisier. 
      
Mesguich, V., & Amar V. (dir.)  (2009). Le web 2.0 en bibliothèques : Quels services ? Quels 
usages ? Paris, France : Editions Du Cercle De La Librairie. 
      
Lemay, Y., & Klein, A. (2012). La diffusion des archives ou les 12 travaux des archivistes à 
l'ère du numérique. Les Cahiers du numérique, 8 (3), 15-48. 
http://dx.doi.org/10.3166/lcn.8.3.15-48. 
      
Régimbeau, G. (2015). Du patrimoine aux collections numériques : pratiques, discours et 
objets de recherche. Les Enjeux de l'information et de la communication, 16/2 (2), 15-27. 
https://www.cairn.info/revue-les-enjeux-de-l-information-et-de-la-communication-2015-2-
page-15.htm. 
      
Schafer, V., & Benjamin T. (2011). Le mariage de raison du musée d'art et du Web. Hermès, 
La Revue, 61, (3), 102-105.  
      
Stenger, T., & Coutant, A. (2017). Les réseaux sociaux numériques : des discours de promotion 
à la définition d’un objet et d’une méthodologie de recherche. HERMES - Journal of Language 
and Communication in Business, 23(44), 209-228. 
https://doi.org/10.7146/hjlcb.v23i44.97330.      
 
 
SAA, Society of American Archivists (2009). The Interactive Archivist: Case Studies in 
Utilizing Web 2.0 to Improve the Archival Experience, 
http://interactivearchivist.archivists.org/. 

Thiemer, K., (dir.) (2011). A different kind of Web: new connections between archives and 
our users. Chicago: Society of American Archivists. 
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http://dx.doi.org/10.3166/lcn.8.3.15-48
https://doi.org/10.7146/hjlcb.v23i44.97330
http://interactivearchivist.archivists.org/
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Journal presentation  

 

Balisages is Enssib’s new online research journal: it publishes two annual issues in French 

and aims to reach an international readership by accepting material for publication in English. 

The journal seeks to propagate knowledge and know-how at the junction of information, 

communication and library sciences, and is anthropologically open (in the sense of its regard 

and not as a discipline). 

 

Balisages is at the intersection of information, communication and library sciences, as well as 

an open anthropology (in the sense of a glance and not a discipline) of knowledge. A field that 

must therefore be mapped between digital and semiotic markers (« balises » in French), to 

promote or stimulate innovative intelligence on issues that affect both the document and the 

data, paper and digital as well as the forces that affect them. 

 

It is a field which needs to be mapped, establishing digital and semiotic markers (a « balise » 

is a marker buoy denoting a safe passage in French), where intellectual excursions will allow 

zones to be defined, routes to be established, to promote and stimulate innovative exploration 

of issues that affect both document and data, paper and digital and the conflicts arising. 

 

Balisages aims to question the current challenges that, in the world of libraries and 

documentation, link forms of information processing to those of communication. Lire plus.  

Committees 

 

Drafting Committee  

 

Pascal Robert (Enssib, Elico - Université de Lyon) – Editor-in-chief  

Ghislaine Chartron (CNAM-INTD) – Co-Editor-in-chief 

Catherine Muller (Enssib - Université de Lyon) – Assistant Editor 

Emmanuel Brandl (Enssib, Max Weber - UDL) 

Emmanuelle Chevry (Université de Strasbourg) 

Hans Dillaerts (Lerass-Ceric - Université Montpellier 3) 

Benoît Epron (Elico, HEG Genève) 

Fabienne Henryot (Enssib, CGN - UDL) 

Valérie Larroche-Boutet (Enssib, Elico - UDL) 

Nathalie Pinède (MICA - Université Bordeaux Montaigne) 

Agnieszka Tona (Enssib, Elico - UDL) 

 

Reading Committee  

 

Its members are responsible for the double-blind peer review. The committee is renewed for 

each thematic issue according to the area of expertise requested.  

 

Scientific Committee 

 

Currently being formed 

 

https://www.enssib.fr/sites/enssib.fr/files/inline-files/Ligne%20%C3%A9ditoriale%20de%20la%20revue%20Balisages_1.pdf
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Publication policy & Submission guidelines 

 

A. Article formatting 

Articles can be submitted in French or English in Word, Open Office odt or Markdown 

formats: for Word, just use this suggested style sheet. The files will then be processed and 

converted in order to be published online following the METOPES editorial process text 

formatting guidelines (XML-TEI standard). 

Texts must include a maximum of around 40,000 characters all included (footnotes, 

bibliography, keywords, summaries, spaces). Authors are encouraged to comply with the text 

formatting guidelines and the standardisation of bibliographic references. 

 

Article metadata 

 

They are provided by the author on a separate 1st page (see style sheet), and must contain 

these 4 levels of indexation: 

 

 Article title 

 Author /Affiliation/Email address 

 Summaries in both French and English (1,500 characters incl. spaces) 

 French and English keywords (a minimum of 5) 

 

Size and font 

The article must be written with font Verdana size 12. 

 

Headings and subheadings  

Keep to a limit of 4 heading levels which should be in title case (T 1, T 2, T 3, T4).  

 

Quotes format  

Quotes in French 

 When they are brief: they are incorporated in the text with " "  

 When they are long, they should be quoted in a separate paragraph without " " 

Quotes in English 

 When they are brief: they are incorporated in the text in italics using " " 

 When they are long, they should be written in italics in a separate paragraph 

without " " 

 

Formatting and layout of illustrations, tables, diagrams, graphs & photos 

They should be provided in a separate file with a quality resolution of 300 dpi, in jpeg 

format. 

Authors must make sure that their illustrations are free of copyright restrictions. 

Otherwise, they are responsible for obtaining permission to publish and include the 

written permission with their submission. 

https://sharedocs.huma-num.fr/wl/?id=f7XkSBo4OewnSFT2FBv5rtwSg4QDmS8q
https://sharedocs.huma-num.fr/wl/?id=f7XkSBo4OewnSFT2FBv5rtwSg4QDmS8q
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Each illustration must be numbered in the text (e. g. Fig. 1, Fig. 2, etc.) and have a 

descriptive caption in italics with details to identify it: title (date, place) and author 

(copyright, source). The title and descriptive caption should appear below the 

illustration (Figure 1: title of the figure).  

Formatting of bibliographic references  

 

The bibliographic standardization model is the format defined by the APA (American 

Psychological Association).  

 

The cited references are placed at the end of the text under the heading Bibliography and can 

be imported in APA format from a bibliographic management software. 

The presentation of references (intra-textual) in the body of the text according to the APA 

standard (Author, Year) should not duplicate footnotes. 

 

For a book 

Name, I. (Year). Book title. Place: publisher. 

For an article in a journal or a periodical 

Name, I. (Year). Article title.  Journal or periodical title, volume (N°), number of 

pages. DOI.  

For a contribution to a collective work  

Name, I. (Year). Article title. In Book Authors Name, I. (eds.), Book title (number of 

pages), place: publisher. 

For an online reference  

Name, I. (Year). Title of the online reference.  Found on http://URLcomplet 

 

For theses, dissertations and reports 

Name, I. (Year). Title of the thesis, dissertation or report. University or source, place. 

For oral communications 

Name, I. (Date). Communication title. Communication presented at the following 

conference/seminar, place. 

*  

‘I’ stands for first name Initial 

 

** 

For other types of references (audio, video, radio, press, etc.) or additions, please refer to the 

APA standard: norme APA. 

Please note that our host labeled OpenEdition Journals, has set up a DOI system for its 

distribution, in order to ensure the visibility and permanent digital location of articles 

published on its platform. In order to assist with this, authors are encouraged to post the DOIs 

of cited documents (online articles) whenever they are available. 

 

 

http://urlcomplet/
https://bib.umontreal.ca/bibliographies/apa
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B. Manuscript submission 

 

Article proposals should be sent electronically as an attachment in.doc,.odt or.md format 

directly to the call coordinators or to the following address: balisages@listes.huma-num.fr.  

Authors should ensure that their work is unpublished and entirely original, and does not 

borrow from any other work of any kind whatsoever, which could engage the publisher’s 

liability. Manuscripts will be subject to two blind reviews by a peer review committee, whose 

members will be selected according to their area of expertise upon receipt of the articles. 

 

C. Liability and copyright 

 

The publication of the journal in open access is under the licence  Licence Creative Commons 

LCC 4.0 International - CC BY SA, recommended by ‘le Plan national pour la Science ouverte’ 

(the National Plan for Open Science).  

Authors retain copyright for their work; the journal claims no exclusive right. However, they 

are expected to permit the author’s version to be deposited in a Hall type open archive and 

sign a distribution agreement under a Creative Commons license. 

 

 

 

mailto:balisages@listes.huma-num.fr
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/deed.fr
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/deed.fr



